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What is the problem you want to solve?  
 
It is a common practice in Africa or developing countries for a medical laboratory professionals and 
clinicians to use a dipstick (like the pregnancy test strip) to detect and interpret suspected diseases like 
malaria using naked eyes. This visual interpretation has been shown to be unreliable and unable to 
detect low copy number or very “small amount of the disease” present in the body fluids. Also, the 
interpretation of the dipstick lines cannot tell the health professionals the amount of the disease that is 
present in the body fluid during and after treatment of the disease.  
 
Why do you want to solve this problem? 
 
Finding a solution to this problem will eliminate inaccurate diagnosis of infectious diseases and enabled 
clinical practice to monitor the progress of treatment. This means, health professionals will be able to 
interpret and semi-quantitatively determine the amount of a specific infectious disease in body fluids 
like urine, milk, sputum, blood.  
 
What do you envision as the ideal solution for this problem? 
 
In a remote or rural clinic where there is availability of simple test kit to test for specific infectious 
disease in body fluids, health professionals could potentially integrate their mobile phone with the test 
kit in order to interpret the test lines from their testing. The idea is to develop an application that can be 
downloaded using either an Apple or Android phone. This smart phone app will take a photograph of 
the test strip. The photograph is then automatically analyzed to estimate the quantity of infection using 
intensities in regions of the strip, instead of visual interpretation with naked eyes.  See below a 
simplified schematic ideal workflow:  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What sort of Open Source solution do you think can be created in 48 hours, by a small team of 
developers, designers and data analysts? 
 
An application that could possibly be uploaded onto both Apple and Play stores straight way. 
 

1. Download app     2. Run the test     3. Interpret the test     4. Sync with cloud/devices if available 



Are there datasets or people with domain knowledge that you will be bringing to work with? 
What/who are they? 
 
There are available dipsticks that have different line intensities that corresponds to various amount of a 
specific infectious disease. These data could help to develop the expected application.  
 
What are the current solutions for handling this problem? 
 
There are commercial smart phone applications that could be used to detect and interpret dipstick 
lines, but these applications are not free. The average cost to access some of the applications is USD50. 
As a result, health professionals in African countries cannot afford to pay for the applications in order to 
access the software for accurate disease diagnosis. Also, infectious diseases diagnostics developer from 
developing countries cannot afford to pay for the license of these applications; the cost of this license 
could be around USD100,000 – 200,000. 
 
 
Summary for website (up to ~ 1 page) 
 
PROBLEM 
 
It is a common practice in developing countries for a medical laboratory professionals and clinicians to 
use a dipstick to detect and interpret a suspected disease like malaria using the naked eye. This visual 
interpretation has been shown to be unreliable or inconsistent, because it could be interpreted 
differently by different testers. For example, 100 to 1,000 copies of DNA per microlitre as shown below 
could be interpreted as either positive or negative depending on the person viewing it.  Also, the 
interpretation of the dipstick lines cannot tell the health professionals an estimate of the amount of the 
disease that is present in the body fluid before, during and after treatment of the disease. This sort of 
problem could lead to inaccurate diagnosis for the patient, and inability of the clinicians to monitor 
treatment in order to determine a successful outcome. The lack of treatment follow-up poses a 
challenge to assess antibiotics sensitivity or resistance from specific infectious disease.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
SOLUTION 

We anticipate that the current testing unit as shown below will be integrated with a smart phone for 

interpretation of strip lines. The application will be highly simplified for medical laboratory 

professionals, clinicians and nurses, and results interpreted using an app that will be compatible with 
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Typical test strips showing variation in test line intensities and corresponding 
copy number as determined by quantitative PCR.  



both Android and Apple platforms without the need for separate reader development. The inclusion of 

smartphone reader will eliminate the errors or inconsistency associated with visual interpretation of 

results. The smartphone reader will combine flexibility and ability to provide a quick interpretation of 

the dipstick lines. We also anticipate that the reader will also capture testing locations, times and dates, 

access to data viewing and how the results could be displayed. Additionally, the reader would be able to 

connect to safe and secure Health Cloud if available at the hospital or clinic, with minimal end-user 
required training. Importantly, the reader will have an intuitive workflow with inbuilt end-user guide. 

 
 
 
Schematic diagram showing 3 steps procedure: i – add buffer into tube and shake 

briefly to dissolve reagents, ii – add sample and shake briefly and allow the tube 

to stand for 20 - 30 mins, iii – add buffer and insert the strip and wait for 2-5 mins 

for lines to appear, interpret results with your smartphone reader.  

 


